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As “The Safe Campus” engineering construction's foundation safeguard of 
Guizhou Normal University, the campus security video frequency supervisory 
system's construction adopted the science and technology as the support. Through the 
advanced informationization technology, it has realized that the manpower as the 
main body of “the civil air defense” transformate to the science and technology as the 
main body of “the technique against”. The campus security video frequency 
supervisory system is a comprehensive public security prevention and control concept 
which prevents the campus public security disaster accident, cracks down on the 
campus illegal criminal activity, maintains the campus good teaching, the scientific 
research and the life order. The core is the campus public security accident warning 
and the supervisory system, the campus security video frequency supervisory system 
invests by the school in campus main access and the key spot construction which 
takes the high speed quick sphere camera as the main video frequency gathering 
equipment, auxiliary by system administration server software, Web server software, 
warning repeater software, video frequency agent server software, network digit 
matrix software and so on. The campus video frequency safe supervisory system 
mainly provides the long-distance and real-time video frequency browsing, the motion 
detection, the client side to save, image snapshot and so on.  
Design and development of the system mainly adopts the construction ideas of 
systems engineering, through the implementation of relevant video Monitoring 
technology, combins with the " security monitoring system of Normal University’s 
needs analysis report" and the geographical characteristics distribution of Normal 
University, analysises and designs the Guizhou Normal University’s safety 
monitoring system. The entire implementation process of the system mainly adopts 
the system needs analysis, system design and analysis, system design scheme 
implementation, monitor system software design, system testing and evaluation, ect. 
The design process of the system is based on campus safety monitoring system 
structure diagram and scheme. The main technologies are video compression 
technology, video transmission technology, Windows Socket technology, DircetShow 















the teachers and students’ personal and property safety, and the campus security 
incidents have been timely and effective disposed through the technology and 
management tools. 
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